NEVER WANT TO SEE ANOTHER MOTHER CRY

2-8-13
(#5)

(FLY AWAY)

@

1.

I
I
I
I

ever want to see this dyin’ world made new again
never want to see another mother cry.
want to see a day when children play like me and you, back when;
never want to see another baby die.

REFRAIN 1:

2.

I look into your eyes and I see hope made new again.
I reach into your soul, and I’m alive.
If anything can heal the anguished pain & stain of wretched sin;
it’s love __ the only thing that may survive . . .

REFRAIN 2:

3.

Fly away, fly away, from this old dyin’ world.
Fly away, to another space, another time.
Die away in your decay __ since Adam went astray,
was it all a waste ? __ the ultimate crime !

Fly away, fly away, from this old dyin’ world.
Fly away, to another time, in outer space.
Die away, in decay __ since Adam went astray,
but one has come, to take his place __ and save our race
[and save by grace].

There’s something in my heart way deep inside, like where the world began.
It reaches out to your world deep in you.
It longs to lose itself in someone else’s soul again;
that spirit that I am seeking to break through.
[REPEAT REFRAIN 1]

4.

If anyone can save the mess we’ve made of this massive home we’re on . . .
Could justice ever be pulled from the flames ?
If true salvation comes it won’t be through man’s blazin’ guns;
the loss of all is all that man’s way gains . . .
(Till nothing else remains).
[REPEAT REFRAIN 2]

*

I ever want to see this dyin’ world made new again . . .
I never want to see another mother cry . . .
I never want to see another baby die . . .
It’s love __ the only thing that may survive.

[END]
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Written: February 8, 2013
______________________ ___
* Arpeggio and very slow, spoken,
all 4 lines overlapping at once
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